
Where 
people 
share the 
perfect 
cup and 
great 
ideas

Delivering the best tasting 
hassle-free drinks you’ll  
ever get at work



The office is evolving. In today’s 
world, a successful business 
demands high levels of 
engagement and innovation.

Drink hot
drinks of 
their choice

Think great
business 
thoughts

Link with
co-workers to 
let ideas flow

The changing workforce,  
advances in technology and the 
need for innovation are creating 
environments that go beyond 
the traditional office space. 

The office drinks brewer is no longer 
just a coffee maker but a place to take 
a break, think, collaborate,
exchange ideas and link. 

MARS DRINKS OFFICE CONNECTIONSTM

supports this through a unique hot 
drink system that brings offices 
together to:



At Mars Drinks our focus is and always will be the office and we 
strive to ensure our drinks system helps generate connections 
and relationships - keeping employees satisfied and engaged. 

The MARS DRINKS OFFICE CONNECTIONS SYSTEM is 
comprised of the exceptional FLAVIA® CREATION 400TM brewer 
and speciality single-serve drinks brands including ALTERRA 
COFFEE ROASTERSTM, THE BRIGHT TEA CO.TM and GALAXY® 
Hot Chocolate. With this unique system, we aim to serve all the hot 
drinks needs of today’s and tomorrow’s office.

MARS DRINKS OFFICE CONNECTIONS helps offices:

*  Drinks at the Workplace: Beyond the Product. MARS Drinks 
Insights & McKinsey & Company, July 2008

**  Wirthlin Worldwide 2003, Harris Interactive 2005

Study carried out in the USA

†  British Nutrition Foundation, 2012

www.nutrition.org.uk

INCREASE 
INTERACTIONS

Employees experienced more 
interactions with colleagues, 
higher levels of engagement 
and satisfaction, and improved 
productivity and morale when 
using our unique system*

ENHANCE 
PRODUCTIVITY

Without an office hot beverage 
system, employees leave work 
to get coffee resulting in a 
potential loss of productivity**

IMPROVE 
CONCENTRATION

Keeping hydrated at work helps 
to maintain physical and mental 
performance. Coffee, tea and 
herbal infusions are good 
sources of hydration, and 
research has shown that 
caffeinated drinks do increase 
hydration†



THINK FRESH!™

THINK FRESH!™

The FLAVIA® CREATION 400TM brewer helps keep your office 
running smoothly and makes it a more productive place. It 
helps create an environment where people can share the perfect 
cup and great ideas. They’ll be more productive and you’ll 
know you made a great choice.

As office experts, we have designed 
the FLAVIA brewer to be convenient, 
easy to use and maintain. 

With over a year and a half between 
service calls*, our brewer is designed to 
provide a hassle-free experience 
– making the FLAVIA brewer an 
industry leader in reliability.

The quick and efficient FLAVIA 

brewer has the capacity to brew  
one drink after the next. Promising  
the ultimate in hygiene and 
cleanliness, drinks are brewed 
with no clean up and no mess.

Its sleek and stylish design
will answer your office 
requirements and
complement any space.

Designed with sustainability in 
mind, it uses less energy than 
the average drinks system.

* Mars Drinks internal quality report; mean time between failure calculated from UK machine base for 2011

Convenience, reliability
and efficiency



MARS DRINKS OFFICE CONNECTIONS seeks to consistently 
innovate, equipping our machine with the latest technology. Our 
unique Freshpacks – designed to work solely with our machine 
– ensure the freshest possible cup every time.

Our innovative 
single-serve 
brewing process:

SOURCE: We start with the 
highest quality ingredients – freshly 
roasted and ground coffee, 
real-leaf teas, herbal infusions and 
premium hot chocolate.

SEAL: We pack our carefully 
sourced ingredients into the unique 
Freshpack locking in their 
freshness and flavour.

SERVE: We specially designed the 
Freshpack to work with the FLAVIA
brewer. Together they create an optimal 
brewing cycle within every pack. 
Every drink is brewed directly from pack  
to cup with no taste contamination, 
so your tea will never taste like the coffee  
that was made before it and vice versa.

A perfect freshly 
brewed cup, every time



True drinks 
variety & choice

The MARS DRINKS OFFICE CONNECTIONS System is designed 
to meet individual demands, enabling people to share their 
perfect cup and great ideas. Our full range of quality drinks 
includes freshly roasted and ground coffee, real-leaf teas, herbal 
infusions and premium hot chocolate along with speciality hot 
drinks, such as frothy cappuccinos, lattes and mochas.

ALTERRA COFFEE ROASTERSTM coffees are expertly 
sourced from some of the world’s most renowned 
coffee growing regions and then roasted with care to 
uncover the beans’ best characteristics. 

The speciality roast and origin coffees are divided into 
four roast and taste combinations to make everybody 
happy – plus flavoured and decaf. 

THE BRIGHT TEA CO.TM teas are created from carefully 
hand-picked tea leaves. With great respect for the 
tradition of tea, our teaologists take great care to blend 
each tea with precision to give a perfectly balanced, 
full-flavoured cup that’s never bitter, never bland.

Three varieties of tea are offered to suit different tastes, 
needs and occasions: black, green and herbal infusions.

Create a range of speciality drink combinations including
fantastic cappuccinos, lattes, mochas and espresso style
drinks with our unique technology.

hot chocolate

Silky, smooth & indulgent made
with real GALAXY chocolate.



Mars Incorporated has years of heritage in building a high-performing 
workplace culture and has been honoured with the ‘World’s Best 

Multinational Workplaces’ award by the Great Place To Work® Institute.

Mars Drinks is committed to helping you stay ahead of the emerging office 
trends by offering an advanced hot drinks system and speciality quality 

brands that bring people together within today’s changing office environment.



We’re on a path to creating a sustainable business and, because you also care 
about your business, we want to support you to be sustainable too. 

Our 5 milestones for sustainability:

®/TM TRADEMARKS © MARS DRINKS UK LTD. AND ITS AFFILIATES 2012. RAINFOREST ALLIANCE CERTIFIED IS A TRADE 
MARK OF RAINFOREST ALLIANCE, INC

Helping you on the path to sustainability

Sourcing 
more sustainably

Reducing 
operational impacts

Developing  
responsible products

Supporting 
our customers

100% of our coffee beans 
purchased from certified 

sources by 2013.

100% of our black tea and 
cocoa purchased from 

certified sources by 2015.

25% reduction in water, 
energy use and greenhouse 
gas emissions from a 2007 

baseline by 2015.

Zero waste to landfill  
by 2015.

100% recyclable 
Freshpacks by 2015.

25% reduction in average 
machine base energy use 

in the next five years.

Enable access to  
recycling infrastructure  
in all our major markets.

50% increase in our 
recycling partner activity  

in the next five years.

Engaging our Associates
All associates are given the  

opportunity for paid time off to  
volunteer in their community.


